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The challenge 

Did Professor Hennie Erasmus l 

throw down a challenge at the 

feet ofpractising lawyers, advocates 

in particular, when he wrote, 'We need in South 

Africa a body or agency endowed with ad

equate funds and sufficient skilled, profes

sional research staff to conduct (or support) 

civil justice policy research and analysis. '?2 

The English experience in the run-up to 

the introduction of the Civil Procedure Rules 

1999 which came into effect on 26 April, 1999 

may provide some light on the way forward 

for the profession. It is unlikely that the State 

will be able to undertake or fund the neces

sary work. The universities are underfunded 

and struggling to make ends meet. It may also 

be suggested that changes to our civil proce

dure rules require a more concerted contribu

tion from practising lawyers. Who is left 

standing but the advocates and attorneys? Are 

we, together, not 'endowed with adequate 

funds and sufficient skilled, professional re

search staff to take the lead? If we are not, 

who is? 

Change in England and Wales 
The most comprehensive changes in English 

civil procedure since 1875 came into effect on 

26 April, 1999. After years of agitation for 

change, the two branches ofthe profession took 

the lead by appointing a committee under the 

leadership of Hilmy Heilbron QC. There were 

21 barristers, 18 solicitors and a number of co

opted members on the committee. The com

mittee produced its report in June 1993, 

reviewing the business of the courts and mak

ing recommendations for change3
• Its stated aim 

was 'to awaken consciousness, shake the com

plaisant, provoke change of culture in the le

gal system and some urgency into those 

responsible for the administration ofcivil jus

tice. '4 

It seems that the Heilbron Report led, in 

March 1994 to the Lord Chancellor's appoint

ment of Lord Woolf to lead a committee of 

six plus one consultant to undertake a com

prehensive review of the civil justice system. 
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The aims of the committee covered three main 

areas: Firstly, to improve access to civil jus

tice, reduce the cost of litigation, reduce the 

complexity of the existing rules and modern

ise the terminology, and remove unnecessary 

distinctions of practice and procedure; sec

ondly, to produce a single set of rules for ap

plication in both the High Court and the 

County Courts5
, with special provision for 

specialist jurisdiction in each; thirdly, to con

sider the role ofjudges in the handling ofcases, 

the methods used to resolve facnlal issues and 

different ways of handling disputes and to 

make recommendations with regm'd theret06
. 

The Woolf Reforms are being introduced 

in phases with the first, the Civil Procedure 

Rules 1999, referred to as the CPR, coming 

into force on 26 April 1999. The CPR m'e ac

companied and supplemented by Practice Di

rections which came into force on the same day. 

Some teething problems m'e anticipated, but a 

number of publications have already appem'ed 

to assist the legal practitioner through the tran

sition period of change and unfamiliar proce

dures and tenmnology. 7 A number ofthese have 

been produced by practising lawyers and even 

sets of chambers8
. 

The changes brought about by the Woolf 

Reforms are too many and too fm' reaching to 

be able to be analysed in a ....single m1icle9, In 

this article I propose to discuss only three of 

the many aspects of the Woolf Reforms, the 
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others will simply have to wait. These are, 

firstly, the new ethos in civil procedure, in

cluding the overriding objective of the CPR 

and active case management; secondly, the 

multi-track system and thirdly, the introduc

tion ofa uniform set of rules for the High Court 

and the County Courts. 

The ethos of the CPR 
In an interim repol1 Lord Woolf identified de

fects in the existing system. He said it was too 

expensive, too slow, too unequal, too uncer

tain and too fragmented in the way it was or

ganised. IQ He identified a number of principles 

which he considered the civil justice system 

should meet in order to ensure access to jus

tice, namely, that it should be just in the result 

it delivers; be fair in the way it treats litigants; 

offer appropliate procedures at a reasonable 

cost; deal with cases expeditiously; be under

standable to those who use it; provide reason

able ce11ainty and be effective, by adequate 

resourcing and organisation, I I 

These principles have developed into the 

ethos now underlying the CPR. According to 

the authors of a leading textbook the following 

principles have emerged from the CPR: '(a) 

Litigation should be avoided wherever possi

ble. (b) Litigation should be less adversarial 

and more cooperative. (c) Litigation should be 

less complex. (d) The timescale of litigation 

should be shorter, and more certain. (e) The 

cost of litigation slwuld be more affordable, 

more predictable and more proportional to the 

value, or the complexity, of individual cases. 

(j) There should be clear lines ofjudicial and 

administrative responsibility for the civil jus

tice system. (g) The structure ofthe courts and 

the deployment ofjudges should be designed 

and allocated to meet the needs oflitigants. (h) 

Judges should be deployed effectively so that 

they can manage litigation in accordance with 

the new rules and protocols. ' 12 

The overriding objective 
The CPR expressly provide that the new rules 

have 'the overriding objective ofenabling the 

court to deal with cases justly. ' 13 The court is 
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obliged to give effect to the oveniding objec

tive whenever it 'exercises any power given to 

it by the Rules or interprets any rule.' 14 Previ

ously the courts used the ordinary principles of 

interpretation in order to determine the mean

ing and content of the rules of civil procedure. 

No longer is that the way as the COlllts are now 

obliged to interpret the rules in such a way that 

the oveniding objective will be served. This 

does not mean, however, that all the old prec

edents automatically lose their force as some 

of the new rules repeat old principles. The par

ties are also 'required to help the court to fur

ther the overriding objective' 15, so a different 

approach is expected of them too. Out go the 

old tactics and in comes a new mind set, less 

confrontational and more subtle perhaps. 

Case management by the court 
Another novel idea of the CPR is that' the court 

must further the overriding objective by actively 

managing cases. ' 16 Active case management, 

as defmed, includes matters of such drastic na

tme that one cannot help thinking that an Ameri

can approach has been introduced 17. Acti ve case 

management is defined to include: I8 '(a) en

couraging the parties to co-operate with each 

other in the conduct of the proceedings; (b) 

identifYing the issues at an early stage; (c) de

ciding promptly which issues needfull investi

gation and trial and accordingly disposing 

summarily ofothers; (d) deciding the order in 

which the issues are to be resolved; (e) encour

aging the parties to use an alternative dispute 

resolution procedure ifthe court considers that 

appropriate and facilitating the use of such a 

procedure; (j) helping the parties to settle the 

whole or part ofthe case; (g)jLting timetables 

or otherwise controlling the progress of the 

case; (h) considering whether the likely ben

efits oftaking a pmticular step justifY the cost 

oftaking it; (J) dealing with as many aspects of 

the case as it can on the same occasion; (j) 

dealing with the case without the parties need

ing to attend at court; (k) making use oftech

nology; (I) giving directions to ensure that the 

trial ofa case proceeds quickly andefficiently.' 19 

The court has extensive powers of manage

ment, too numerous to mention here, in order 

to give effect to the oveniding objective.20 

Now consider these aspects ofactive case man

agement in the light of their likely impact on 

the pre-trial and triaJ procedures as we know 

them. The question is whether we could ben

efit from similar changes to our own civil pro

cedure. 

The three new 'tracks' 
Three new tracks are created by the CPR. Cases 

will be allocated to the appropriate track by the 

court at the outset once the parties have com

pleted the Allocation Questionnaire which is 

required to be completed by the patties in a 

process involving consultation and co-opera

tion between them after the defendant has filed 

his defence.2I The three tracks at·e the small 

claims track, the fast track and the multi-track.22 

The primary factor determining to which track 

a case will be allocated is the fmancial value of 

the claim. Where the value does not exceed £5 

()()() it will ordinatily be allocated to the small 

claims track. Between £5 ()()() and £ 15 ()()() the 

case goes to the fast track. Cases over that value 

go to the multi-track. There is a discretionary 

power to allocate cases outside the track indi

cated by the value of the claim.23 Each track 

will have its own procedmes which are designed 

to do justice to the case concemed by a process 

that takes into account what amount of effOlt, 

cost and other resources it would be appropri

ate to allocate to the resolution of a dispute of 

that scale. 

Cases allocated to the small claims track will 

be dealt with informally. Hearings will be in

formal , the strict rules of evidence do not ap

ply, the court need not take evidence on oath 

and may limit cross-exarnination.24 The court 

may even dispose of the matter without a hear

ing, if all the pruties agree.2S Reasons must still 

be given for the decision.26 The right to appeal 

is preserved but is limited to the grounds that 

there was a serious irregulruity affecting the pro

ceedings or that the court made a mistake of 

lawY The court on appeal may dismiss the 

appeal without a hearing.28 There at·e also re

strictions on the legal costs which may be 

awarded.29 

Cases allocated to the fast track will be dealt 

with on the basis of a thirty week timetable 

before the trial date.30 Standat·d directions will 

in general apply~no, or very few, hearings will 

be required before the trial ; and the trial should 

be limited to one day in dmation. A typical time

table for a fast track case is as follows: Disclo

sme-4 weeks; Exchange ofwitness statements 

- 10 weeks; Exchange of experts' repOlts - 14 

weeks; Sending of listing questionnaires by the 

court - 20 weeks; Filing of completed listing 

questionnaires - 22 weeks; Hearing - 30 weeks. 

Time runs from the date of allocation to the 

fast t:rack.3I Postponements will be allowed only 

as a last resort, and then for the shortest possi

ble time.32 The judge will have read the docu

ments in the Dial bundle and may dispense with 

an opening address.33 If the trial is not finished 

on the allocated day, the judge will nOlll1ally 

sit the next court day to complete it. 34 For these 

cases the essence appears to be cost effective

ness and speed. 

Multi-track cases are essentially those for 

which the small claims and fast tracks are in

appropriate. These cases will involve values 

above £ 15 000, and cases where the value is 

lower but the Dial is likely to exceed one day. 

Cases where the value of the claim is less than 

£50 000 will generally be transferred to a 

county court.35 The general plinciples of ac

tive trial management will apply to these cases, 

in both the County Court and the High Court. 

A comprehensive Practice Direction deals with 

the aspects of case management relevant to 

multi-track cases . .l 6 The court may fix a case 

management or a pre-trial conference at any 

time after allocation. If a patty has a legal rep

resentative, that person must be familiar with 

the case and must have authority to deal with 

any issues likely to atise.37 The court will give 

directions for the management of the case, in

cluding a trial timetable and directions for the 

conduct of the trial itself. 38 The trial runs con

tinuously until it is completed.39 The empha

sis with regat·d to multi-track cases seems to 

be that they should be dealt with according to 

the new ethos neveltheless. 

There are many informative aspects of these 

provisions which invite some reconsideration 

ofour own system. Some cases need to be dealt 

with informally, others quickly, and yet others 

require to be allowed to run their course. Why 

not distinguish between them at an eat·ly stage 

and deal with them accordingly? Our court rolls 

are continuously clogged up with relatively 

small cases which tend to take far more than 

their fair share of the available resources, in

cluding the court and its staffs time. Divorce 

cases at·e a good example where aggressive case 

management by the court could result in lat·ge 

scale savings with regard to the cost of such 

actions, the time set aside for the resolution of 

such disputes, and even, hopefully, the eat·ly 

settlement of the case. This will make more of 

the court's resources available for other press

ing matters, including the backlog of serious 

criminal cases waiting for a hearing. 

Another area where the COlllt'S resources 

may be more evenly distributed is the alloca

tion of a date for the hearing of opposed appli

cations. These tend to drift onto a sepat·ate roll, 

where it is almost impossible to get a heating 
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without a delay of four or five months40, and 

that after the parties have completed the ex

change of affidavits. Many of the cases put on 

this roll are actually hopeless, or could be de

cided rather promptly, but the judge allocating 

them to the opposed roll does not know that 

because he or she is not required to read the 

papers in matters which have become opposed. 

The allocation to the opposed roll is made me

chanically, without consideration of the ques

tion whether the case actually deserves to be 

dealt with on the opposed roll. There should 

perhaps be a screening process whereby the 

Deputy Judge President or the senior judge on 

civil duty vets these cases before they are placed 

on the opposed roll and directs the bad or indif

ferent ones to an early hearing before a judge 

who can cope with ten or fifteen such cases in 

a day. The backlog will soon disappear. 

A uniform set of rules 
There are two respects in which the CPR can 

be said to be unifOlm. Each constitutes an ad

vantage over the system we have in South 

Africa. In the first place, the CPR with its ac

companying Practice Directions applies to all 

claims commenced after 26 April 1999 in any 

County Court, in the High Court and the Civil 

Division of the Court of Appea1.41 Where spe

cial procedures are called for, they are to be 

provided for under Rule 49 and include such 

business as admiralty, arbitration, commercial 

and mercantile actions, intellectual property 

and the like.42 In the second place, the proce

dures of the County Courts have been syn

chronised with those of the High Court. 

Each rule of the CPR is accompanied by a 

comprehensive Practice Direction which sets 

out additional principles which will be applied 

in pursuit of the overriding objective to deal 

with cases justly. These principles are the same 

for all the areas ofEngland and W ales. In South 

Africa there is Babylonic confusion, to put it 

mildly, in the different approaches followed in 

the different divisions of the High Court and 

also in the different magistrates' courts. No sin

gle set of practice directions has been adopted 

and it is not even known whether the various 

judges president collaborate with one another 

when they lay down practice directives. The 

result is that attorneys and counsel litigating 

outside their home jUlisdiction often fmd them

selves stymied by some obscure practice or di

rective. Uniformity, it seems, is not actively 

pursued, nor even advocated by the profession. 

Examples abound, but a few need to be 
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mentioned. In Cape Town judges sit only four 

days of the week in trials when judges else

where in the Republic seem to manage five. 

The result is that a trial in Cape Town may take 

longer and may be more expensive than else

where and may involve the legal representa

tives in greater inconvenience, especially when 

they come from other provinces. The awaiting 

trial list is also longer than it should be, by about 

20%, one should imagine. In Johannesburg and 

even Pretoria there are special rules, or so its 

seems to the outsider, with regard to the alloca

tion of trial dates and judges to hear cases. Even 

ifthe parties were to think that their case is ready 

to proceed, they may fmd to their horror and 

expense that the allocating judge disagrees on 

the evidence of the date when the Rule 37 con

ference was held. What seems to matter is not 

what the parties achieved in getting ready for 

the trial but when they did so. Durban has its 

own problems, as it is a notoriously tough ju

risdiction to get an urgent shipping nial heard, 

especially if it were to require more than two or 

three days ofCOUlt time. The fact that the coastal 

jurisdictions of the High Court have been fa

voured, or cursed, depending on one's point of 

view, with almost exclusive jurisdiction under 

the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 

of 1983, coupled with the fact that Durban is 

the busiest port in Africa, some say the South

ern Hemisphere, merely increases the clients' 

frustration and their lawyers' embarrassment 

when faced with their inability to speed things 

up. Umtata has a different problem. Local ad

vocates are allowed to accept multiple bliefs 

for the same day, apparently because there are 

so few of them. The result is that their second 

and third cases stand down while they run the 

first, to the obvious detriment to their out of 

town opponents and the latter's clients. 

Over the years the various divisions of the 

High Court have slowly drifted apart in the prac

tice directions which have been introduced in 

individual courts. Some of these have statutory 

force, for example, Rule 37 A which introduced 

special pre-trial procedures for cases in the High 

COUlt sitting in Cape Town. In Johannesburg 

practice directions cover a host of subjects, in

cluding Rule 37 conferences. The expedient of 

a rule nisi has also been banned from the pre

cincts of that court when it is alive and well 

elsewhere in the Republic, including, it appears, 

in Pretoria. How does one explain these differ

ences to a student, or even a pupil? A further 

problem arose during the aprutheid years when 

'independent' homelands promulgated their 

own amendments to the Uniform Rules and 

more often than not did not follow suit when 

the Uniform Rules were amended in the rest of 

the country. Until earlier this yeru' the Umtata 

High Court ran on a different set of rules from 

those applicable to the rest of the courts in the 

Republic. This little problem took five years to 

flX. 
A uniform set of practice rules is long over

due in South Africa. The CPR is a good exam

ple ofwhat could be done to achieve uniformity. 

The CPR has also done away with the di

chotomy which previously existed in England 

and Wales between the procedures of the High 

Court and those of the County Courts. The 

County Courts, like the South African magis

trates' COUltS, are creatures ofstatute. They were 

originally created by the County COUlts Act 

1846.43 The Rules of the Supreme Court 1965 

and the County COUlt Rules 1981 were replaced 

by the CPR. Apart from the fact that students 

and legal practitioners will no longer have to 

learn and apply two slightly different sets of 

procedures, they no longer have to buy and 

manage two sets of rules, each with its monthly 

or quarterly revisions. And one textbook on the 

subject suffices. We could do with a bit of that 

medicine here. 

Harmonising the procedures of the mag

istrates' courts with those of the High Court 

may have other advantages too. Consider how 

long it took for the common law procedure of 

namptissement to be introduced in the magis

trate's court. (It took until 1994.44) It is per

haps also time to reconsider the removal of 

the jurisdiction of the magistrate's court over 

maritime claims. This occurred, unan

nounced45, if not by oversight, when the Ad

miralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 of 

1983 came into effect. A large number of 

causes of action which previously fell within 

the jurisdiction of the magistrate's court 

thencefOith fell within the definition ofa mari

time claim, with the result that the High Court 

sitting as an admiralty court now has exclu

sive jurisdiction4ii over such claims even if the 

value and subject-matter of the claim should 

otherwise be within the jurisdiction of the 

magistrate's court.47 The problem is exacer

bated by the favoured status of the coastal di

visions of the High Court. Perhaps the answer 

is to give the magistrate's court jurisdiction 

over maritime claims which are pursued in per

sonam and which are within their ordinary ter

titorial and monetary limits, with a special 

provision synchronising the ranking ofclaims. 
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Until that is done, collisions between boats 

on the Vaal dam or Limpopo river will have 

to be litigated in one of the coastal divisions 

of the High Cou11 even if the claims are small, 

with all the expense and inconvenience that 

may entail. 

Conclusion 
The last comprehensi ve review of the rules of 

civil procedure in the High Court took place 

in the I 960s and resulted in the Uniform Rules 

of COU!1 being introduced in 1965. The fIrst 

efforts to create a uniform set of rules had been 

made in 1924. Various attempts thereafter 'fiz

zled out', as the Minister of Justice in 1965 

wrote.48 The purpose of the Unifonn Rules 

was to introduce a set of rules which would 

be applied uniformly throughout South Af

rica. However, since their promulgation the 

procedures which are applied in the various 

courts have diverged to some extent. There is 

less unifonnity now than before, although 

some problems have been resolved recently. 

A comprehensive review seems to be required, 

but who is going to take up Professor Erasmus' 

challenge? Who is going to lead our Heilbron 

committee? The two branches of the organ

ised profession appear to be the only bodies 

endowed with the funds and the skills to do 

the job. They also have a direct interest in the 

matter at hand. The question is whether we 

have the will to accept the challenge. Do we? 
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